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 21.2 Distinguishing between direct and 
indirect speech

 WHAT YOU WILL LEARN Distinguishing between direct speech (the exact words spoken) and 
indirect speech (also called reported speech).

 TYPICAL ERROR The Martian said ‘that he would like to speak to our leader.’

 CORRECTION The Martian said, ‘I would like to speak to your leader.’ OR The Martian 
said that he would like to speak to our leader.

 EXPLANATION When we are writing down the actual words spoken by someone, we place 
these words in inverted commas. This is called direct speech. The fi rst 
of the corrected forms above contains direct speech—what the Martian 
actually said.

If we report what someone has said by using our own words and not 
exactly the same words the speaker used, we do not use inverted commas. 
This is called reported speech or indirect speech. The second Correction 
above is an example of reported speech. Notice the word that; it is 
generally used as a lead-in to reported speech.

While direct speech must always contain the exact words used by a 
speaker, the words in reported speech may vary. For example, if what is 
said is reported immediately after it is said, then a word such as tomorrow 
will still be tomorrow; but if the speech is reported a few days later, 
tomorrow will obviously have to be changed to the next day, for with the 
passing of each day, tomorrow refers to a diff erent day. Pronouns change 
too: compare the use of I and he in the corrected forms above.

 Convert the direct speech into reported speech. Imagine in each case that you 
are reporting events many days aft er they happened. Check your answers in the 
back of the book.
a ‘I have come to fix the television set,’ explained Nick.
b The witness replied, ‘When I was walking down Pitt Street yesterday, the 

accused ran out of the store and bumped into me.’
c ‘Have you always lived on a houseboat, Mrs Wen?’ inquired the tourist.
d ‘The chairman left  for Brisbane yesterday,’ explained the secretary, ‘and he 

won’t be back until Wednesday.’
e ‘I can’t wait until tomorrow night,‘ said the host of the game show, ‘when our 

winner will be decided.‘
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 21.3 Titles

 WHAT YOU WILL LEARN How to punctuate titles correctly.

 TYPICAL ERROR Aurora Leigh is one of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s most famous poems.

 CORRECTION ‘Aurora Leigh’ is one of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s most famous poems.

 EXPLANATION The titles of assignments, poems, songs, chapters and similar short pieces 
of work are generally indicated by the use of inverted commas. Thus, if 
we simply write Aurora Leigh, we are referring to a person but if we put 
inverted commas around the words—‘Aurora Leigh’—we are referring to a 
poem about someone called Aurora.

We use italics or underlining to show the titles of books, magazines, 
newspapers, fi lms and other long works; inverted commas show the items 
that are parts of these larger publications.

Note that it does not matter whether one uses single or double inverted 
commas; just be consistent. 

See 13.3 Capitals for more on the correct 
presentation of titles, on page 119.

 Write out any titles mentioned in these sentences and punctuate them 
appropriately. Check your answers in the back of the book.
a My mother’s favourite song is A Woman Like Me.
b The second-last chapter of the book Future Shock is titled Taming 

Technology.
c Most Australian children know the poem Clancy of the Overflow.
d There was an interesting article on computers in yesterday’s Australian.
e I enjoyed seeing the film Tomorrow When the War Began but I enjoyed 

reading the book more.

INVERTED COMMAS
Nowadays, Australian books use single inverted 
commas but Australian newspapers tend to 
use double inverted commas. Double inverted 
commas are also used in American books and 
newspapers! The main thing about style is to be 
consistent so it generally does not matter which 
style you choose. Note, however, that in the 

interests of consistency, universities (and some 
schools) oft en have a set style manual to guide 
their students on style preferences. Publishers 
also have set styles, so if you ever write an 
article for an academic journal, for example, you 
will be expected to follow that style.
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Each skill area 
features a typical 
error, correction 
and explanation

Full colour design 
makes navigation 
easy

Fully cross-referenced 
to aid deeper 
understanding

Interesting 
information provides 
extra context

Exercises for each skill 
help consolidate the 
learning, with answers 
provided at the back 
of the book
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